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America's Two Systems of Innovation: Recommendations for Policy Changes to Support 
Innovation, Production and Job Creation 

I. Introduction 

Dan Breznitz 
The College of Management and the Sam Nunn School of International Affairs, 

Georgia Institute of Technology 

Peter Cowhey 
School of International Relations and Pacific Studies, UC San Diego 

A strong bipartisan consensus is a rare Washington sighting, but there is one on the urgent need to promote 
i1movation. Business leaders and scholars alike worry that our cun-ent rate of innovation is not sufficient to keep 
the economy prosperous. Furthennore, high levels of U.S. unemployment raise unsettling questions about whether 
our innovation system is still primed to create and maintain new jobs for An1ericans within their own country. 

Innovation is the key to America's competitiveness. However, innovation needs to be understood more 
broadly than it typically has been. Conventional conversations about innovation focus on novel breakthrough 
developments that give rise to "game-changing" technology. This kind of innovation characterized the American 
economy for the past century and has generated enormous wealth and value for the nation. Nevertheless, the 
globalization of design, production, sophisticated manufacturing, and distribution requires a new approach to a 
second form of innovation-in processes and production, as well incre1nental product innovation-in order to 
avoid the risk of losing jobs and industrial capabilities essential to the competitiveness of the U.S. economy. 

We argue that a strategy for manufacturing products and production innovation must recognize the growing 
interdependence of services and manufacturing in the new global landscape. 1 Such a strategy should focus on 
four building blocks critical to the fate of individual Ainerican firms. These form the foundation to address both 
n1arket mechanisn1s and the building of social capital, a critical di1nension of innovation systems. The four are: 

1. Shared production assets: firms need to fund and use assets held in con1mon by a variety of 
contractual and institutional mechanisms. 

2. Effective innovation network structures: markets, contracts, and firms no longer provide an 
adequate "glue" for effectively linking together pools of i1movators. 

Both manufacturing and services are vital for jobs. A growing share of the manufactured products in which the U.S. has 
potential advantages is heavily intertwined with services (both in process innovation and in the final product package). Moreover, 
services themselves are an important part of the long-tenn picture for good wage jobs in America. We are interested in finding 
formulas to maximize innovation in a way that enhances prospects for all jobs in America. 
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' ug~ ':::ilion. on ho" to improve the American capacity for innovation. 

hi , pap r ha four part : cction One identifies the primary forms of innovation . Thes di tincti n · all w u: 

t sh ,,. that the ··con entional model' ' for U.S. innovation , which anchors the di cu ion of mo t policy mak r. 

and market participants, focu e almost exclusiv ly on only one aspect of innovation. Section Two lay ut 

e\ ral challenge that the conv ntional model of innovation largely neglects with regard to increm ntal pr duct 

and proce innovation. Section Tlu·ee focu es on our four building blocks and offer sugge tion n ho 

p lie could clo,e those gaps and revitalize U.S. innovation in a way that would maximize U.S. job gr wth and 

u tainability. Section Four returns to the "conventional model' ' and uses the recommendations of our panel f 

pr ctition r to ugge t updat to bring thi model into the 2 l st century. 

tip our hand, vve believe that the American econon1y, and its institutional structures, mu t adapt to the 

in rea ing globalization of the U.S. economy (a steadily rising share of gross domestic product [GDP] i 

attributable to trade and foreign direct investment) and ever growing, globally fragmented production of 

good and ervice . There are two distinct, although sometimes interrelated, sets of challenge for men can 

inno ation. Whate er our fear are about rising foreign compebtion, the U.S. innovation sy tern i till uperb at 

no,· I-product/technology patentable (and trade secret-laden) im1ovation. Nonetheless, we argue in ection F ur 

that it i highly prud nt to shore up this leadership by adjusting the "conventional model." 

Inc ntra t. the r sea rch for thi investigation shows that the focus of concern should be th growing inability r 
th .. innovation y tern to orchestrate the move from a novel-product-innovation centric approach to no\ el-

produ tion located in the U.S., as well a on generating sufficient innovation in products (and production) that 

ar n thigh value-added item with novel propertie . We call thi latter track "'proce and incremental pr du t 

inn Yati n ... B th of the e ho1ifall occur, we belie e, becau e of weal nesses in our t m f pr c , and 

in r mental product inno ation. s I ate Ro enberg has clearly shown. proces and increm ntal inn 'ati n re 

the tru un ung her e of economic growth .2 Therefore, we should be greatly concern d that : 

a. High valu -added inn ati n ar no longer yielding the production and job ba ·e r r J\mcri ·n" 
a - ·urned that the w uld. 

he upi;ly ba e f mall and med ium firms fi r middle value-addc I pr duct \\'hi ·h c ul I bcn ~fit 

from . up1 I; chain fa tor i both d'' ind ling and not trul) innoYati,·c. 

R cnbcrg, '-.athan. 19 . In idc the Black Box : Tcchnolog anu ·conomics. 'ambridgc: 'ni' cr~it of ambn lg· I rc:-.'. 

R cnbcrg. athan and L. . BirJ1cll Jr. 1986. H w the W' t r '' Ri h: The ::: c n mic Tran ·fonnatil n )f tht: lndu'>tri <1I \h rl I 

1:\\ Yori..: l3a..,1 8 !.. . 



c. The changing mix of skills necessary for production and incre1nental product innovation in the 
small and mediu1n enterprises (SME) supplier base falls outside of the range of core skills in 
traditional production shops. 

d. Our system of financing innovation has become increasingly fragmented, focusing on specific 
financial vehicles (i.e., venture financing), which in tum specialize primarily in just one kind of 
innovation or one specific set of companies, and then necessitate a financial exit within a relatively 
short time frame. 

Even if the U.S. does everything right, a substantial amount of production, whether of goods or services, will 
not be located in the U.S. Offshoring and outsourcing will continue to offer tremendous benefits to U.S. 
corporations and consumers. 3 We live in a global economy for both supply and demand. However, even taking 
this to account, less sophisticated production-and significantly fewer good jobs-exist in the U.S. than is 
possible due to structural flaws in our innovation system, particularly with regard to process and second
generation product innovations. These structural failures have long-tenn negative consequences for our 
economic prosperity, our ability to create jobs, our trade deficit, and the capability of American corporations to 
secure continuous con1petitive advantages, based on innovations that they then1selves pioneered. 

II. Innovation and the Conventional U.S. Policy Model 

The Types of Innovation 

Current American innovation policy is predominantly rooted in a skewed picture of innovation. Too often we 
associate innovation solely with the creation of novel products or technologies -the first lasers, 1nobile phones, 
or protease inhibitors. This emphasis confuses the act of invention with innovation. Innovation encompasses a 
whole array of activities that transform ideas in novel or better products and services that are actually sold and 
bought in the market.4 

In a simplified f01n1, we can think about innovation as occun-ing in two stages during the creation of products 
and services. First, there is the novel product/technology innovation, which covers the act of coming up with 
new products, such as the iPad, the first word processor, or new services such as Facebook (for social utility) 
and Quicken (for tax preparation). It is in1portant to note that there is a growing interdependence between 
im1ovation in hardware and services- the iPhone gets much of its value because of complementary service 
innovations (mobile broadband, Apple's apps store, and iTunes). Second, process and incremental innovation 
applies to in1provements in how goods or services are designed, produced. distributed, and serviced, including 
significant enhancements to "novel" products. lt is here that the n1ajor impact on econon1ic growth happens. It 
was not the act of inventing the internal combustion engine that in itself changed modern society-it was the 
wave of following innovations that both improved and put to use this innovation throughout the econon1y which 
ensured that in1pact. Some industries are less about rapid product innovation and more about continuous process 
improvements that alter cost and performance capabilities: think cars, refrigerators, or indeed, the last decade's 
personal c01nputing. The argument about Gennan nrnnufacturing success gives special weight to its strength in 
precisely this kind of innovation. There are other kinds of innovation, not discussed here. 5 

3 Furthennore, knowledge is a global good. Accordingly, innovation in other countries can powerfully benefit the U.S. 
4 Innovation always imp I ies a measure of added risk. But the level, type, and time frames of risk vary according to the type of 
innovation. Different financial institutions excel at mastering different forms of risk. 
5 Product adaptation, as in the redefining of product characteristics to meet a specific market's needs (e.g. , cheap reliable 
CT machines to be used in rurnl Asia) is a third major type of innovation. While important on a global scale, since most of this 
adaptation by its very nature needs to be done in specific regional context (often by multinational finns), we shall leave it outside 3 

INNOVATION, PRODUCTION. AND SUSTAINABLE JOB CREATION: REVIVING U.S. PROSPERITY 
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\\ere ex pen L\' and song cheap, thereby turning songs once again into a product that cu to mer were wil Ii ng t 

bu (rath r than rip them off from the web). 8 With the increasing global fragmentation of production, we nc d 
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ollaboration (a well as financial needs) , as inputs to successful product and process innovation. Some of ur 

ugge tion for improving process innovation imply changes in business model 

Th onventional Policy Model and Novel Product Innovation 

In th U.S., a unique ·'conventional policy model" about how to support innovation emerged from trial and 

nor to dominate pol icy thinking beginning in the 1970s. Overall, U.S. innovation policy is viewed a market 

c nfon11ing. i ... policies and innovation institutions remove barriers and tweak the rewards to be gained in an 

effort to allov market mechanisms to complement actors that (under these tweaked conditions) are willing and 

able to undertake the types of risks and reap the rewards necessary to generate change.9 In addition. thi m del 

till ba ed on a worldview which sees an individual firm as the main loci of all activities that need to be 

our di cu ion . 
6 Brezn itz. Dan and Michael Murphree. 2011. Run of the Red Queen: Government, lnno:vation, Globalization, and conorn1 

Growth in China. ew Haven, C : Yale University Press. 
ccordingl , we are keptical that, as David Brooks has speculated. innovation has peaked and therefore job er at ion 

tagnate . We think that a particular form of innovation lags and this hurts employment. We agree with Brook that the olurion 

re t in both reform of market and social institutions. David Brooks. Where Are the Job ?, e\ York Tim . October 7. _Q 11. 

23. n the need to revamp policy in thi area also see Ezell, J. Stephen, and Atkin on, D. Robert. 2011 The a ·e fl r a ti n I 

anufa turing trateg . The Information Technology and Innovation Foundation. DC Wa hington. 

On the iPod, ee I luberty, Mark. 2012. The Dis olution of ectors: Do Politic and Sectors til I Go T geth r? hapr r in 

J hn Z man and Dan Br znitz (ed ·).Can Wealthy ations tay Rich? Forthcoming. Oxford ni er -it Pre ' . 

rro\\ minal paper, Arrow. J. Kenneth. 1962. ··Economic Welfare and the All ati n of Re ur e fl r lmenii n ·· 

Pp. ·6'r in The Rate and Direction of lnventi e Acti ity: Economic and ocial Fa tor , edited b) R. R. I ·on . Prin ' t n. J 

Prince! n 'niv r ·ity Pr ·. Jo ·h Whitford '· paper for thi s project etwork failure and innovati n in the Ne\\ l<l 1-'c n )Jl1) 

mah. imilar p int although h cast then tion more narr \ I, a a focu on market failure . 



carried out in order to produce a product and transform novel innovation into specific products. As such, some 

of its basic assmnptions no longer conform to the global reality of frag1nented production. 

Coming out of World War II, a significant part of U.S. research spending and technology production was built 

around large enterprises doing con1plex innovations in both novel product and process and incremental product 

change; many of these enterprises work in both the defense and civilian markets (Boeing and GE, for example). 

These major firms had enormous :financial and human capital resources including (as William Lazonick argues 

in his award winning book) a substantial pool of "patient capital" for innovation that could be invested without 

expectations for rapid returns. 10 Many of their calculations dealt with tax policy (such as corporate income tax 

and the R&D tax credit) and policies influencing human resources (whether workplace rules or immigration 

policies for skilled researchers). Significantly, to an extent unimaginable today, they were highly vertically 

integrated. Thus, they "internalized" the tending of networking ainong their various specialist groups in 

different phases of design and production and they also internalized many of the financial risk inanagement 

functions for innovation. 

Since the inajor corporate restructurings of the 1970s and 1980s, ve1iical and horizontal integration has sharply 

declined in large firms in order to focus more keenly on "core competencies." This set of changes opened the 

way to a new landscape for innovation where a great deal of innovation is driven by new entrants (especially 

those that take off into rapid growth) that are focused on specific stages on production. This significant change 

was enabled, and in turn strengthened, the development of a new set of arrangements for financing and 

networking the fragmented ecosystem of the entrepreneurial model of innovation that has emerged. 

The "conventional model" for technology policy in the U.S. since the corporate restructurings has tilted sharply 

towards novel product innovation. Although there are strong national policy components, the "conventional 

model" especially focuses on the intersection of the national with the regional in the form of technology clusters 

because universities are critical to both knowledge creation and hun1an resource capital, building nlodels on 

which clusters thrive. 11 Moreover, an essential part of this revised model is the new laws and regulations that 

allowed and incentivized the creation of new financial vehic les, such as venture capital (VC), and the creation 

of new markets to allow the realization of financial gains on such investments within a short ti1ne span (such 

as NASDAQ). Regional technology clusters also worked hard to develop an ecosyste1n of professional support 

services for these specialized firms (e.g. , law and accounting fin11s that could handle their unique problen1s ). 

The great success of this technology start-ups-based model and the immense financial gains that accrued to both 

founders and financiers quickly made it the focus of policy discussions. New industrial clusters growing around 

emerging sets of technologies have become the policy mantra. 12 Serving the San Diego region, CONNECT 

represents one; of the most successful cluster strategies in the U.S. The regional anchors, and supporting federal 

measures, inade this ·•conventional model'' politically viable in both '·blue" and "red" states. 

At its core, a success.fit! technology cluster for novel product innovation addresses the challenges of both 

market failures and social/ informational networking. Courting a co1nmitted base of venture capitalists attuned 

to the region, nurturing an angel investment com1nunity for the earliest stages of funding, and (in recent years) 

promoting incubators that lower costs and identify prospects for early investors are all activities in these clusters 

to address the costs associated with searching for finance when it is not a part of the innovation systen1 (via 

10 Lazonick, William . 2009. Sustainable Prosperity in the New Economy? Business Organization and High-Tech Employment 

in the United States. W.E. Upjohn Institute. 
11 Florida, Richard L. and Martin Kenney. 1988. "Venture Capital-Financed Innovation and Technological Change in the 

U.S.A." Research Policy 17: 119-137 
12 Even traditional technology/engineering giants now make decisions about where to im1ovate and produce based on a larger 

ecosystem of supplier finns with which they work and their engagement with the inn0vation system of technology clusters. 5 
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pr pert ' that i central to venture pushing novel technologies; and enforce competition rule that k ep mark t. 
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Thi c nventional model has served the U.S. well for novel product innovation. 1
"1 We argue that it will continue 

to do o thank to four basic strengths: 
1. Ba ic R&D and research universities- not only does the U.S. remain the dominant cience 

re earch power, it has a great regional spread of specialized strengths becau ·e of it hi ghly 

competitive system of research universities. 

2. The U.S. is still the best place for early c01nmercialization of new ideas- only Israel i a 

rea onable second. The strengths of the U.S. include strong rule of law, relatively ea y ntry int 

markets. and a deep market of entrepreneurs and professional services. 

3. Hidden U.S. strengths include sophisticated user base that coin vents and flexible value and bu in 

propositions-where you make your n1oney and how you do so can be surprising and innovati 

4. The U.S. has the world's best syste1n for inobilizing financial resources for ideas, from mall initial 

investment to "almost large," promising start-ups can, within their first few year of op ration. 

attract $200-400 million dollars without this being seen as an anomaly. 

till. eYen for novel-product innovation- as the panel of CONNECT practitioners have noted- th re i · a 

ne d f r updating the model, especially in light of rising international competition and the increa ing g l bal 

fraomentation of production and innovation. ln particular, the panel expres ed worrie about financial 

incenti\· , including the tilt in U.S. goverrm1ent funding for basic and applied research . S ction Four f thi 

paper ummanze ome of the solutions that they recoinmend to update the model. 

ll l. The American Economy's Unfinished Adaptation to New Global Realities: the FaJterino of 

J ncremental Product and Proce s Innovation 

I" a\.cnian. nnalec. 1994 R gional dvantage: ulture and ompetilion in ilicon alle and R utc !j. Hanar I 'nl\a ti) 

Pre 
1-l ddrn ' ga l. d ant ge, on n, _o 11 . Pet r whe and J nathan r n n with n bc:I n. rnn f nning I hnl 

Inf m1ation and ommunicati n , rkct , MIT Pre , _009, hapt r - . Dan Br zn 1tL and I i)..c lurphcc. The Run r 1h' RL'd 

uccn. Yale L'1m cr-·it Pre~ , _Q l 0. 



Even if the U.S. retains its leadership in novel product innovation, U.S. leadership in second generation, 

incremental, and process im1ovation is in deep trouble. Process innovation is both an input to product 

im1ovation, especially incre1nental innovation, and a key to maintaining the highest feasible level of production 

activities, and hence, employment opportunities, in the U.S. 15 The failure to get process and incre1nental 

innovation policies right weakens the employn1ent benefits made possible by novel product innovation. In 

some cases, as Erica Fuchs' paper shows in both more traditional industries such as automobile and high-tech 

industries such as optoelectronics, these failures critically weaken the long-term ability to sustain novel product 

innovation. 16 Thus, we must address the task of fixing these gaps in order to ensure our continuous economic 

prosperity, ability to create jobs, decrease our trade deficit, and enhance the capability of American firms to 

secure continuous con1petitive advantages, based on innovations pioneered by Americans. 17 

Our main recomn1endations are based on two observations. 

First, the way in which products and services are now produced has significantly changed in the last two 

decades, yet the main assmnptions underlying the n1odel ren1ained the same. We now live in a world of 

increasingly fragn1ented production. Activities along the production networks are done by companies 

specializing in narrower set of activities, from high level R&D, to design, manufacturing, and assembly. The 

innovation and financial needs of con1panies in different stages along this network are significantly varied; 

this frag1nentation leads to the necessity of establishing new ways to collaborate across c01npanies and 

across different inodes of operation. We live in a world of networks between companies and organizations, 

not a world of working internally within one company. Therefore, we must develop and implement policies 

whose aims are to solve semi-public good supply problems, such as shared production facilities, training, and 

codevelopn1ent of non-patentable innovation. The supply of these semi-public goods has becon1e a critical issue 

in the inost advanced high-tech industries, where, for example, in both optoelectronics and biopharn1aceuticals, 

production facilities are usually not finn specific, and hence, no sole U.S. firm, especially young firms with 

lin1ited revenues, can (or should) invest in building the latest, most advanced production facilities by itself. 18 

Accor:dingfy, the need to fix network.failures, and not.focus solely on market.failures, is gro-vving daily due to the 

changes in the global production system. 

Second, however unintentional, a combination of incentives discourages large capital investment in production 

and production innovation in the U.S. This mix includes the growing focus of the conventional model on 

start-ups and novel product innovation; the current financial constraints under which U.S. public c01npanies 

operate; and the character of financial vehicles open to private companies. Together, these factors make it hard 

15 This point was forcefully made by John Zysman and Stephen Cohen previously in 1987 (Manufacturing Matters: The 

Myth of the 'Post-Industrial Economy, Basic Books). Lately it has been strengthened and shown to be even more potent today by 

multiple studies, for example: see the Stephen Ezell and Robert Atkinson, ibid; Suzanne Berger, Wby Manufacturing Matters? 

(Technology Review, July lst 2011 ); The Council on Competitiveness, 2011, Make: An American Manufacturing Movement; and 

Helper, Susan, Krueger, Timothy and Wail Howard Wial. 2012. Why Does Manufacturing Matter? Which Manufacturing Matters? 

A Policy Framework. Brookings Instituttion. 

16 Erica Fuchs, R.H. 2012. The Impact of Manufactl.1ring Offshore on Technology Competitiveness: Implications for U.S. 

Policy. Connect Innovation Institute White Paper: Project on Production Innovation. 

17 To repeat, globalization means that significant amounts of production and employment will be created and remain 

outside the U.S. But higher rates of incremental product i1movation and process innovation can greatly improve 

American production and employment. 
18 As a corollary, we note that these fragmented networks can misalign the interests of the state and the tax payers, who pay 

for innovation policy with the expectation of higher returns to their locale, and the i11terests of companies, which are increasingly 

global. See, Breznitz, Dan and Amos Zebavi. 2010. "The Limits of Capital: Transcending the Public Financier - Private Producer 

Split in Industrial R&D." Research Policy 39:301-312. 
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largely absent from a network will be critical. As a first step, this requires bridging the 

knowledge silos of different industries and technologies. For example, it is becoming 

apparent that in the U.S., similar to the case in Israel (where a specific program has been 

launched by the Chief Scientists to alleviate these issues), production cmnpanies lack the 

most crucial new skills in areas such as information and con1munication technologies 

ICT, where the most promise for production innovation lies. More ambitiously, the U.S. 

has to find an appropriate model of the industrial research systems that have worked so 

successfully in Gennany, Taiwan and Korea. 

Let us now delve deeper into the findings of our scholars and practitioners and use them to offer a concrete set 

of recom1nendation to solve the main issues. 

To illustrate the challenges confronting America, consider the role of the U.S.in 1nanufacturing. Contrary to 

popular belief, as late as 2009, the U.S. was still the world's largest manufacturing econ01ny (about $1.6 trillion 

in output), producing 21 percent of global manufactured products. China was second at 15 percent and Japan 

was third at 12 percent. Moreover, allowing for impacts of recessions, the level of U.S. manufacturing output 

continued to rise steadily year after year. This output supp01ied about 1 in 6 private sector jobs (18.6 inillion 

supported, of which 12 n1illion are directly in manufacturing). Yet, as Helper, Krueger, and Wial show, the 

larger picture for manufacturing was not healthy. Employment is sagging for reasons that are not reducible to 

rising productivity or uncompetitive wages and benefits. 20 As Whitford notes, Germany has high wages and 

high productivity in n1anufacturing, yet manufacturing maintains a much larger role in its economy (20% of 

GDP versus about 11 % in the U.S.).21 

For our purposes, findings in three studies (Helper and Kaun; Reynolds; and Helper, KnLeger, and Wial) are 

convenient starting points for a discussion of process and incremental product innovations.22 

• High-wage, high value-added production is central to both Reynolds' and Helper, 

Krueger, and Wial 's suggestions for strengthening the manufacturing e1nployment 

base; biotech and advanced electronics production are exemplars of the possibilities for 

expanded production. 
• ln industries where variou supply chain issues (costs and time of shipping) inay 

allow for increasing s01newhat lower value-added production., a main obstacle is that 

only a minority of U.S. supplier engage in significant process or incremental product 

innovation. This is in part because U.S. suppliers do not have the institutional syste1n to 

support these activities. 
• The con1position of the value added in manufacturing is shifting. Most notably, the share 

of information value added (e.g., software and computing services) in manufacturing is 

rising rapidly, thus 111aking these inputs more central to process and product innovation. 

This n1eans that the necessary skills for production success in manufacturing are shifting. 

Altogether, the papers for this project highlight several policy omissions that hinder process and incremental 

20 National Association of Manufacturers, Manufactming Strategy for Jobs and a Competitive America, January 2011; Ezell 

and Atkinson, ibid; Helper at el., ibid; The Council on Competitiveness, ibid. 
21 Whitford, Josh. 2012. Network failures and innovation in the New Old Economy. Connect innovation Institute White Paper: 

Project on Production Innovation. 
22 Reynolds, Elisabeth B. 2012. Technology, Policy and Product Life Cycle: The Evolving Geography of Biomanufacturing .. 

Connect Innovation Institute White Paper: Project on Production Innovation; Helper and Kuan, ibid; Helper, Krueger, and Wial, ibid. 9 
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new industries that can have significant in1pact on innovation in traditional industries are insulated in silos that 

prevent these assets from being diffused and utilized effectively. 

As significant as these problems are for incremental product and process innovation, Reynolds paper shows 

that their adverse impact on on-shore U.S. production in the biopharma industry could also retard both novel 

product and incremental product innovation in the U.S. Specifically, as the technology smnewhat matures, the 

industry can modularize production and reduce the high risk associated with biopharma production. Coupled 

with regulatory oversight slowly converging across national boundaries, cmnpanies start to shop for such 

incentives as favorable tax treatinent (wages are not determinative of locational decisions in this industry). In 

addition, surplus production capacity has emerged in the industry, requiring consolidation of facilities. At the 

same ti1ne, the rise of contract 1nanufacturing organizations (CM Os) outside of the U.S. that are backed by 

strong local state support has created a sophisticated group of offshore suppliers that reduce the need for U.S. 

cmnpanies to even engage in production. This leads to a sharp decrease of new production facilities breaking 

grounds in the U.S., while at the same time other high-wages advanced economies, such as Ireland, Denmark, 

and even Switzerland becon1e 1najor production hubs. The parallels to the U.S. electronics industry loom large. 

The question facing policy analysts is whether these CMOs are more like the "rote" CMOs in electronics like 

Hon Hai or more like the "creative" CMOs that contribute significantly to design and process innovation, like 

TSMC. If these CMOs are of the "creative' kind, then what can be done so these CMOs could emerge in the 

U.S.? Such higher end CMOs could help to cement U.S . dominance in the biotech industry and maximize its 

local job creation impact in a move that could enhance the possibility for new '"niche" innovation that play to 

U.S. strengths identified by Reynolds. 

Erica Fuchs lays out problems hindering process innovation crucial for production in the U.S. of both the most 

advanced optoelectronics as well as critical new innovations in the automotive industry. She demonstrates how, 

under current conditions, it is more profitable to produce using old technologies in China. In optoelectronics 

this led all publicly-traded U.S. finns to offshore their production to Chinese companies, leaving only privately

held startups to even advance the new technologies. At least as worrisome, Fuchs found a significant reduction 

of innovation in all the companies that offshored their production. This leads Fuchs to suggest that in advanced 

manufacturing the loss of production activities can. within an extremely short time span, lead to sharp reduction 

in the innovation capacities of firms. These findings are even more concerning because they were found to be 

replicated in the case of new material technologies for car production. Last but not least these decisions of 

opting to produce using a less innovative, but more easily outsourced (thus requiring less financing) technology 

offshore also leads to a technology trajectory that works against U.S. leadership because the most advanced 

production technologies, where the U.S. bas a ustained edge, never reach the market. 

Had financing been available to many of the firms studied by Fuchs, they would have opted to push the 

innovative edge further and use the more advanced production technologies in the U.S. However, because this 

U.S. production strategy would be both more technically challenging (including the fact that some skills are 

now in scarce supply in the U.S.) and more capital consuming, all publicly-traded companies preferred not to 

invest in it. [f, however, shared production facilities for co-use in the U.S. would have been built, all of them 

would have used them instead and developed products using the latest technology instead of offshoring.24 This 

issue is more acute since startup financing does not easily cover the needs for such production. 

Accordingly, Fuchs finds that private consideration looking at short time-fraine financial concerns leads to 

24 Even if firms do opt to move advanced production to the U.S., we can anticipate hitches because the supply base of talent 

and infrastructure for some advanced production is now larger outside the U.S. than inside. See Charles Dughigg and Keith 

Bradsher, How the U.S. Lost Out on iPhone Work, New York Times, January 22, 2012, p. Al 
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deep knowledge of that industry and technology which VCs possess and Ainerican con1mercial banks do not. To 

connect the dots, then, the question is what would be a robust financial basis to confront this challenge (even for 

new technologies) if publicly traded firms face countervailing incentives for big production decisions. 

In sum, many of these suppliers suffer from significant issues of access to resources, not only in tenns of skills, 

but also in terms of finance. Currently there are few specialized financial organizations in the U.S. :with both the 

business 1nodel and the necessary skills to invest profitability in process and incremental innovation. This issue 

is further augn1ented since the optimal social outcome would be for these innovations to be diffused widely and 

rapidly throughout the supplier network, mini1nizing the appropriability of innovation. 

Accordingly, in the next section of the paper we suggest that under the current conditions, innovation and 

education in manufacturing should be treated si1nilarly to agriculture, where there is no assumption that the 

final agents- farmers- would either innovate or supply training and skills by themselves. Such a view calls 

for a very different role for public research institutions and significant changes in university-industry relations. 

Indeed, when we look at the most successful jnternational production innovators, Germany, Japan, Taiwan, the 

Nordic countries, South Korea, and to a certain degree China. we see that all of the1n have an extensive role for 

public research institutions that take on most of the actual R&D and diffuse the results throughout the industry. 

For example, the success of German n1anufacturing cannot be understood without the growth of its Fruanhofer 

institute, the same way that Taiwan 's rise to beco1ne the epicenter of global se1niconductors production cannot 

be understood without the activities of the Industrial Technology Research Institute (ITRI) since the mid-l 970s. 

IV. Moving Toward Solutions: Process and Incremental Product Innovation 

Our approach to revving up the innovation system in the U.S. assumes two constraints on the available policy choices. 

Theo/st consh·aint is our divided system of power and the key role of federalism. These mean that even if someone 

thought it to be wise- we certajnly do not think a centraljzed top-down industrial policy a la Japan or South 

Korea is impossible. The strategies of East Asian states in various stages of their rise to power are frankly not 

available in the U.S. ln contrast, the importance of competition policy in U.S. econ01nic policy reflects this san1e 

fragmentation of power, as dominance by any market player surely upsets :finns in other regions of the country.27 

The second constraint i that the fragmentation of the U.S. system of governance reinforces the natural tendency 

to have a wide spread of performance capabili ties among agencies and administratj ve domains. The ability 

to execute po,licies to nuriure innovation varies very substantially. For example, the in1plementation of labor 

retraining policies should be expected to show enormous variability across the country. 

In light of these constraints we focus on changes in policy for enhancing process and incremental product 

innovation that are consistent with strong market competition among :firn1s, seek to expand the range of 

financial tools and organizational/business models available to finns , and to increase collective capabilities 

through coordination of actors by a variety of mechanisms. We emphasize the role of regional clusters because 

they are best able to build on the results of a fruitful exercise in federalis1n where local , state, and national 

authorities have cooperated in the past.18 Moreover, as Willie Sutton best put it, they are where the n1oney is-in 

27 See Cowhey and Aronson, Ibid. Chapter One. These political factors can seduce competition poUcy into protecting 

competitors, not consumers. But they also lend potency to the competition commitment over time. 

28 J. Sallet, E.· Paisley and J. Masterman, The Geography of Innovation, Progress of Science, September 2009, argue that 

overall federal support for clusters bas been too disjointed to be fully effective. We have no quan-el with the optimality argument, 

but we want to focus on specific gaps in the innovation effort. 
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A second option is to increase the specialized industry-training regional training schemes. Here a perfect 

example is North Carolina's research triangle, where unique industry-university collaboration around the 

specialized training of workers for advanced biotech production is widely attributed as one of the keystones of 

the region's tremendous success. Funding for such endeavors con1es from both public and private sources (again 

alleviating smne of the collective action problems), and is adn1inistrated by local government working together 

with industry and the local university system to identify the specific needs and unique strengths of !heir region.31 

A third group of options would address the financial options for firms specializing in incren1ental and process 

innovations, especially s1naller ones. One approach might be to create new public-private investment banks for 

specialized purposes. The goal would be to operate by converting relatively inefficient state subsidy (or other 

expenditure) streams into more leveraged banking schemes for production and product innovation. One of the 

new pioneers of this approach is the Connecticut Clean Energy Finance and Investment Authority (CEFIA) that 

has converted a subsidy fund collected by state utility cust01ners to a public investment bank for clean energy 

projects. Such banks, assuming that they can overcome politicized targeting of their funding and risk assessment 

practices, could easily be targeted toward regional cluster platforn1s.32 A strong benefit of this approach is that it 

might also be helpful for novel product innovation. 

A broader approach on finance would be to institute changes in deferral regulation and taxation that can have 

fast and significant in1pact, whereas, the current taxation and regulation regime incentivizes public companies, 

both large and small, not to invest in production activities in the U.S. We strongly believe that the best job 

creation agents in the American economy are private companies. It is, therefore, of extreme concern, suggesting 

a serious policy failure, that currently during this time of great recession, the best American corporations, such 

as Apple, sit atop the largest piles of cash in corporate America history . It would behoove federal policy makers 

to think about ways in which changes in taxation, and perhaps so1ne matching funds, would tilt companies 

calculation about return on investment (ROI) and risk, just low enough for them to invest in the U.S. and not 

view this as an action against the best interests of their shareholders.33 

On the other side of the same coin, since it is now becoming obvious that privately-held (that is not publicly

listed companies) are more positively disposed toward investment in production, but their access to capital is 

limited, a set of new regulations and changes in taxation that would make such investn1ent more profitable to 

financers, and inaybe spur the re-creation of specialized investment companies, is also long overdue. 

Network Solutions 

The second policy approach is to create new fonns of regional networks specializing in ''network solutions" 

to upgrade capabilities for process and incremental product innovation. As our authors showed, there are two 

significant issues with production innovation. First, much of this innovation is not protectable under the current 

intellectual property regimes. Second, a crucial issue is to ensure the most rapid diffusion and widest sharing 

of new innovation across the supplier base network. This combination of issues creates a perverse outcome. 

Lacking the ability to appropriate investment many of the SMEs, which are the core of the supply base, 

underinvest in innovation. A solution to this, however, cannot be solely the strengthening of IPR, since this 

would lead to a less rapid and wide diffusion of incren1ental and production innovation. 

31 Southern Growth Policies Board, Innovation with a Southern Accent, 2006 Report. 

32 For details, see: www.ctcleanenergy.com/board.html 

33 Ezell, Stephen J. and Atkinson, D. Robert. 2010. The Good, the Bad, and The Ugly (and the Self-Destructive) of Innovation 

Policy, The Information Technology and Innovation Foundation, Washington, DC. 
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applications of ICT cust01nized to their needs or in design im1ovations.38 While there are 1nany firms offering to 

provide these inputs as outsourced activities, the specialist suppliers are often drawing from a relatively sn1all 

pool of relevant experiences. Providing a central node for comparing ICT and design ideas, and even generating 

new ones relevant to the cluster, could be powerful. We would strongly encourage both the federal and state 

goven1111ent to open and quickly expand programs such as the traditional industries program of the Israeli Chief 

Scientist. Here, we would specifically emphasize the part of the program that aims to match graduate _students from 

various high-technology disciplines with production SMEs. Special attention should be given to how to incentivize 

both actors (i.e., students and manager/owners of companies) so these inte111ships in companies would lead to both 

projects with innovative outcomes, and, at least as in1portantly, routinization of innovation activities in these SMEs 

and the en1beddedness of new d01nains of knowledge (such as ICT) within then1.39 

Our third prong of networked solutions is to embrace public funding for a R&D system aimed at supporting production 

(of goods and services) that emphasizes the networking benefits of R&D. There is a long infertile debate in the U.S. 

over whether "inarket failure" for research is large enough to justify public funding for applied research centers tied to 

industries. (There is agreement that an individual firm may not capture all of the returns from research and therefore 

under-invest in this knowledge creation. But there is disagreement about the size of this disincentive.) This debate over 

the size of the market failure ignores the proven record of such research efforts, properly defined, in promoting the 

networking of knowledge and innovation among sn1aller finns. Yet this is precisely the challenge at hand. 

To recap the findings of our research papers, there is a low level of innovation in Atnerican production SMEs, 

anchor An1erican production firm s (such as automakers) do not continuously invest in infusion the supply base 

with innovation, and many SMEs have a lin1ited capability and resources to engage in innovation. Moreover, 

such innovation as takes place usually diffuses slowly in this enviromnent, slower than much of the knowledge 

generated in novel product technology clusters. (In these clusters, proprietary technology stays secret but lots of 

know-how spreads rapidly.) 

These facts have led some analysts to suggest that the U.S . would do well to look at how other countries have 

utilized various public research institutes to so lve those issues. The examples are many, from the Korean 

research institutions, to the currently idolized German Fraunhofer institutes network and the Taiwanese ITRI. 

These public research institutes have a similar design: their specialized departments (or sub-institutes) focus on 

particular industrial niches and set of technologies, develop long-tenn relationships with industry, and establish 

a division of labor, where with the pooling of private resources, coupled with infusion of public funding, the 

institute concentrate on the core and continuous production R&D, and diffuse the results widely to industry, 

which in tun1 focuses mostly on final development and implementation of these technologies. <t 0 

38 There are proposals to resolve process innovation by creating pre-commercial production prototypes in the 

tradition of Sematech. Whatever their merits, our proposal heads exactly in the opposite direction: it advocates 

networked institutions for applied problem solving. 
39 This could also allow new ways of linking producer know-how with university expertise. Some propose enabling the 

National Science Foundation's (NSF) Engineering Research Centers program to support the creation of Design Research Centers 

as well as promote research and teaching of integrated design. How much more powerful would such Centers be if linked to 

regional design cooperatives? 
40 In order to excel in continuous incremental i1movation, a system of specialized banks, with deep knowledge of the industry, 

handling mid-1isk, but very long time horizons , such as the German hausbanken can be very advantageous. Elisa Ughetto , 

Industrial districts and financial constraints to iimovation, International Review of Applied Economics Vol. 23 , No. 5, September 

2009, 597-624; Vijay Govindarajan and Chris Trimble, The Other Side of Innovation: Solving the Execution Challenge 

(Harvard Business Review) ; on the German model, see: http://www.eib.org/attachments/efs/eibpapers/eibpapers_ 2003 _ v08 _ n02/ 

eibpapers_2003 _ v08_n02_a03_en.pdf. On ITRI, Breznitz, Dan. 2007. Innovation and the State. New Haven, CT, Yale University 

Press, and Breznitz, Dan. 2005. Development, Flexibility, and R&D Perfonnance in the Taiwanese IT industry- Capability 

Creation and the Effects of State-Industry Co-Evolution." !ndustria/ and Corporate Change, Vol. 14 (1): 153-187. 
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expansive form 'v\"e are thinking of information mechanisms that involve real costs of participation for tho that 

engag in the xercise in order to improve the quality of the information:12 We do not expect the U.S. government 

to hmd a comprehensive technology effort in many areas, nor to fund comprehensive efforts to upgrade more 

incremental product im1ovation industries, such as a radical reformulation of many sy terns in an automobile. 

However. \Ye can take a page from other countries, such as Korea and Taiwan, that have used public-private 
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indicative planning scenarios (what would it take to reach certain goals within resource constraint ). They are 
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generated by the California Council on Science and Technology.-13 But the key is to tlm1 an expert group· exerc1 
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for photo oltaic sy terns i the result of a government bank. But an even larger part is the commercial banking 

..+I For idea along imilar lines , see, James J. Duderstadt, chair. 2009. Energy Discovery Innovation In titute : r p -G \\ ard 

merica' Energy Su tainability, Blueprint for American Prosperity. Washington, DC Brooking [n titution; Jame J. Dud nadt, 
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Innovation . Wa hington, DC Brooking Institution 
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syste1n's conviction that government road1naps for reducing en1issions cannot be met without photovoltaic 

systeins.44 To be sure, roadmaps can be flawed and investors can come to doubt them (witness the exit from 

son1e forms of green energy invest1nents). But they also lead to a better sense of what capabilities need to be 

in place if an innovation (a successful 1novement from idea to commercialization) is to become more likely. 

And given the need for a supporting ecosyste1n of capabilities for innovation to be converted into American 

production, such roadn1aps n1ay be particularly valuable for the future. 

Our fourth implementing action is to align the incentives of public officials using a new set of metrics to judge 

success in building networks. As strongly argued by Whitford, for these initiatives to work we must find 

different ways to n1otivate and evaluate public officials. Whatever the distrust of government in America, there 

are legions of government officials who are doing valued work at the regional level on economic development. 

They have a substantial level of bipartisan suppo1i. But we need to rethink many of the conventional measures 

of their success. Metrics such as si1nple calculation of the number of firms created, or the number of new jobs 

within defined period of time, or even sin1plistic cost-benefit analysis would give exactly the wrong incentives 

to policy makers, and the wrong evaluation of the effectiveness of these new policies by politicians and the 

public. We need to define 1netrics that actually measure the things that we care about, such as: growth of 

networks, the effective diffusion of innovation within them, the percentage of new production technologies that 

are implanted in the U.S. , the growth rate of process and incremental innovation (which as Helper and Kuan 

shows are not even properly counted currently), and maybe the growth of new high-end specialized producers 

in the U.S.45 

V. Moving Toward Solutions - Part Two: Updating the Conventional Model 

The Conventional Model for priming novel product innovation is still working reasonably well in the U.S. But 

it requires constant attention, especially as science and engineering capabilities around the world close the gap 

with the U.S. The CONNECT Innovation lnstitute practitioners had a number of suggestions based on their 

experience on how to update the Model. 

Like other practitioner groups they urged careful attention to national research investments in broad technology 

competencies that would fuel novel innovation in the future.'16 These invest1nents would be the logical 

counterpart to the "technology roadmaps'' discussed in the last section. They particularly noted that some key 

areas of innovation, such as novel financial product and transaction systems, inight be more likely to e1nerge 

fron1 large users of the service, not startup fin11s, but would still rely on these basic research investn1ents by the 

nation. They also emphasized that regulatory streamlining, particularly (but not exclusively) for biotech, was 

crucial.47 But their recon1mendations for the Conventional Model particularly focused on issues concerning 

financing, both public and private. 

1. The U.S. Government funding for research and developn1ent is inadequate in size and has 

become too bureaucratized and conservative to allow clusters to achieve their full potential. 

• The research funding for universities, especially early stage research, is critical to generating 

44 We owe this point to Professor Junjie Zhang. 
45 These are possible to do with at least as much precision as metrics looking at standard economic data because of major 

methodological advances that, for example, allow us to chart the pattern and density of networks and their flows (such as 

innovations). 
46 CCST, Innovate 2 Innovation, 2011. 
47 Roth, Duane. A Third Seat at the Table, The Hastings Center Report, 41 / 1, 2011. 
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used to fund frc . h ideas from small firms '111d pro idc s me money, as one or cur practiti mer<., 
put it. to jtL t ··poke around" to ·cc what would emerge. Thi , i · virtually imr ss iblc toda . 

hi le the ma! I Bu. in cs, Innovation Research ( BIR) grant. from clc n federal ag nci , · i th 
1~1rfl,c r' carch budget still" ork rca onably well, they con ·titutc a very tiny part of the r deral 
res arch and procurement engine. 

- · 1 he funding mechani m for tartup and fast growth tech cornpanie is no longer r bust. Our 
practitioner focus d on two problems. 

• Th ability to fund commercial innovation at early stages is a growing problem. In promi ·ing 
industries uch as biotech phanna early stage risk is no longer covered by VCs. (Pha e 2 trial re ult 
are often required before VCs will invest in biotech drugs.) This means that incentive for early 
stage investors are critical and we hould fine-tune these incentives to keep thi money ngag d. 
One implication is careful examination of how tax and financial rules influence the beha ior f angel 
investors. Another is the need to look at new types of financial instruments. For example, p ople 
could dedicate up to $2K of their 401 K money into a hedge fund investing in cane r cure . uch a 
propo al would fund venturesome commercialization ideas while, the researcher e timate. pr viding 
perhaps a 10°/o rettm1 plus the satisfaction of supporting a good cause. 

• Besides the initial money to start up, the struggle to keep the best people during the earl tag 
of growth was crucial to success. While stock options have been subject to numerou critique , 
our practitioners believe that they are among the most valuable tools for allowing newer firm 
to reward top talent. Changes in the rules for options are making it harder to u e option (e.g .. 
companies now have to expense options) and they are now somewhat Jes attracti to award 
because the monies from exercising the options are treated as ordinary income. 

3. Concentrate on improving financing for the scale up of startup firms. When startup firm b gin t 
scale up for large undertakings, especially production, they need to look for new source of financing. 
They face problems with regard to commercial lending and funding from large (multinati n, l). 

• Given weakne ses in the banking ector (which often lacks expertise to a se ri k ) on p , ibility 
would be to open eligibility to existing government loan program , such a B funding . H \\t:\ er. 

the fim1s often fail to qua I ify for funding because th ir chief asset i lPR, and lPR d 1:: not qua Ii fy 
a an as et for SBA lending criteria. ln light of the evidence of the valu of IPR ( ee oogl · 
purcha e of orthem Telecom and Motorola Mobil for LPR) it i worth devi ' ing a reali ' tic w~ ) t 

a ·e valu to IPR a t of mall firm for the purpo of gov rnment loan programs. 
• r ome c mpanie the problem , would b greatly al I viated if mon: funding fr m large 

c rporate partner v\a , more ca ' ily acces ible. Our practition r \\Cre particuhrl) interc. tuJ 
in pr po ·al that' ould allow mcrican multinational. t repatriate their L ff h re~ rofits at 
fa, rablc rate · if the rnonics were im'C' tcd in early ·tagc ompanic: a pn 'ision la ' kin!2. in a 



prior program for profit repatriation). They also noted that various financial regulations, such as 

FASB 167, are discouraging funding of biotech startups by large phannaceutical cmnpanies. 

The U.S. has all the necessary factors to continue to lead the world in innovation, while enjoying its job growth 

benefits. However, it is imperative to have a leadership which aims to achieve it within the next few years. It is 

our hope that our policy makers and business leaders can utilize some of the findings and rec01nm~ndation of 

this project to do so. 
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CONNECT 
INNOVATION 
INSTITUTE 
The CONNECT Innovation Institute was founded in July 2010 as a think 
tank to focus exclusively on innovation policy and competitiveness 
in the global economy. The CONNECT Innovation Institute publishes 
timely thought papers from San Diego leaders for use in addressing 
federal policy issues, and it raises funds for larger scale policy 
projects involving leading scholars of innovation. 

CONNECT is a non-profit that has assisted in the formation and 
development of more than 3,000 companies in the San Diego region 
and is widely regarded as one of the world's most successful 
organizations linking inventors and entrepreneurs with the resources 
they need for commercialization of innovative products in high tech 
and life sciences. The program has been modeled in more than 50 
regions around the world . CONNECT has been recognized by Time, 
Inc. and Entrepreneur magazines and in 2011 won the national State 
Science and Technology lnstitute's 2011 Excellence in Tech Based 
Economic Development Award for Building Entrepreneurial Capacity. 
In 2010, CONNECT was the recipient of the Innovation in Economic 
Development Award from the U.S. Department of Commerce for 
creation of Regional Innovation Clusters. CONNECT manages the 
San Diego, Imperial Valley, Inland SoCal Innovation Hub liHub) 
designated by the state of California Governor's Office of Business 
& Economic Development in 2010. Key to our success has been the 
unique "culture of collaboration" between research organizations, 
capital sources, professional service providers and the established 
industries. 

www.connect.org 
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